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Abstract: Driven by a need to examine the trajectory of architectural education
and staffing, this paper questions academic recruitment and education strategy
in relation to the 2015 Royal institute of British Architects (RIBA) education
forum in the UK. Interviews with key academics actively challenging the future of
higher education models were undertaken; London School of Architecture, AA
Little Architect scheme and Free School of Architecture showcase detailed and
reactionary approaches to the changing relationship between education,
industry and the marketplace. An international survey was conducted gathering
data from academics, the findings of which indicate a lack of clarity and
consistency in the transition from architectural education into academia. The
paper analyses the context of the results and proposes improvements to
recruitment and staffing strategies both inside and outside of the traditional
university framework. This research contributes to the wider discussion around
future development and employment in arts education. If the discipline lies in the
hands of the educators, then the future of the discipline lies in the hands of the
future educators. To be truly forward thinking about the direction of practice we
must first address our approach to academic recruitment, with a specific focus
on early career academics.
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The Academy
An Introduction
‘A university is not a machine for achieving a particular purpose or producing a
particular result; it is a manner of human activity.' (Oakeshott, 2001)
The identity of the architect is being questioned, the relevance of the profession is
under scrutiny and the structure of its education and establishment are in flux. March
2015 saw the RIBA (Royal Institute of British Architects) hold a comprehensive examination
of UK architectural education. The reform meeting was a part of the RIBA’s two-year
review, setting an agenda for changes in structure, content and delivery of UK architectural
education. In the run up to this a panel discussion took place at the Architecture
Foundation in London about the future of architectural education. Sitting on this panel
alongside myself was Professor Neil Spiller, Professor Robert Mull and Professor Peter
Clegg we discussed wide-ranging topics such as education as commodity and the need for
radicalism. On 24th March 2015 the RIBA Council engaged SCHOSA (The Standing
Conference of Heads of Schools of Architecture), UK schools of architecture, progressive
practitioners and statutory bodies in a day long review at Portland Place, London where
the council voted and agreed proposals to modernize the education structure in line with
other European countries. In short, this means eradicating the previous three-part system
and replacing it with a seven year integrated system enabling graduates to reduce the time
it takes to qualify as an architect by up to three years.
This has been the most rigorous and collaborative review of architectural education in
fifty years via an extensive consultation with architects, students, academics and
clients.’ (Hodder, 2015)

Methodology
Whilst the RIBA review is a step towards streamlining and equalizing ground for the
UK’s aspiring architects, it is focused on modifications to existing education convention and
does not specifically consider the role academic staff recruitment plays in determining
quality learning experiences. The case studies featured in this paper exercise more lateral
approaches to the requirement for modernization and consider a variety of staffing
strategies. The Free School of Architecture, London School of Architecture and AA Little
Architect Programme are at this very moment are challenging the future of architectural
education, each of which are responding uniquely to current social and fiscal
circumstances. The future of architecture and the future of architectural education are
inextricably linked to the role of university and of the lecturer. To truly develop
educational strategy one must implicate academic staff recruitment into the conversation.
This paper presents an analysis of data collected and proposes solutions for clarifying and
introducing new routes into architectural academia. An online survey questioned sixty
academics globally who were asked ten simple questions, the most prevalent being ‘Do
you think more should be done to encourage architecture students/graduates to consider
academia as a career path?’ Of the sixty respondents 60% answered YES highlighting a
growing concern amongst academics about current staffing procurement, with a specific
focus on early career academics. Other answers provided by the respondents showcase
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the multiplicity of entry routes into academia including traditional postgraduate
conversion courses, mentoring/recommendation and entry via practice.

[1] REACTIONARY EDUCATION MODELS
Current debate about the value of higher education is dominated by talk of debt and
income rather than learning and welfare. Teaching in this commodified space stigmatizes
and confuses the role of the educator; it affects both the abilities and perceptions of staff
and students alike. It marketizes what should be a ‘fail, fail and fail better’ process of
iterative learning – design courses are suffering more than most in this marketized climate
as one-to-one tutoring is relatively expensive when compared to lecture theatre teaching.
The three case study projects (Figure 1) and interviews that follow have developed in part
as a response to the changing relationship between education, industry and the
marketplace, and have been selected for analysis on this basis. Each case study takes a
different approach to teaching and staffing policy, such as disassociating architectural
education from the university, embedding education within practice and reconditioning by
educating primary school children with architectural principles
The Free School of Architecture founded by Phil Watson based in Wales is an ongoing
venture focused on liberating the teaching of architecture from the traditional and
commercial university framework. The Free School has been evolving slowly for more than
a decade as a reaction against the path-of-least-resistance trajectory that the discipline
seems to have followed - Watson believes this lack of fortitude and foresight has seen
architecture become dismantled, The Free School hopes to reinstate it’s future, in the
future.
London School of Architecture (LSA) founded by Will Hunter is a new education
establishment intent on providing an alternative RIBA Part II experience focused on
practice-based placements and self-directed learning. The program is currently seeking
ARB approval and is due to welcome its first cohort September 2015. Hunter and his team
established the streamlined LSA in response to the rising cost of higher Education in the UK
and the introduction of the £9000 fee structure for all university students in a hope that
architectural education can be more accessible and affordable.
Architecture Association (AA) Little Architect Programme founded by Delores Garrido is
part of the AA, the first school in the UK to offer a structured program of architectural
instruction. Little Architect is an education and learning platform for teaching architecture
in London’s primary schools. Established in January 2014 the program seeks to teach
holistic learning practices through the vehicle of architecture, as an intentional move away
from subject-based compartmentalization.
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Figure 1

Reactionary architectural education models.
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a) DISASSOCIATE - Free School for Architecture

Figure 2

The Persephone Project

Source: The Free School of Architecture

Phil Watson is an established academic with firm opinion on the current state of
architecture and it’s education. We met to discuss these opinions as well as his Free School
of Architecture venture that propagates the removal of architectural teaching from the
traditional university set up.
‘I’m interested in how to take architecture out of the institution, because all these
young people come here for a label. They don’t need these institutions to become
good designers in fact they often get flattened out by the demands of the systems and
the professional bodies – they are haunting them for recognition to enable the
certificate/piece of paper. They all have to jump the same hoops. The Free school is
about none of these things, it is about how to think, how to be human. I have been
doing something similar with masters students for about 15 years now, since before I
was teaching you. We take 6 weeks away in the summer and the students stay on my
land in Wales. About 10 students, we meet every evening, talk and speculate and build
and generate. We cook together. They stay on our properties but the students don’t
pay. In the Free School they will pay for the accommodation but not the teaching.’ I
asked Watson, ‘So why formalise this now?’ he responded ‘People aren’t doing the
interesting stuff any more, being less and less understanding about things like
philosophy. So now is the time to make the world more exciting and interesting. I see a
lot of students who are victims of the institution, destroyed by poor teaching practice,
its shameful.’ (Watson, 2015)
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When asked to sum-up at the Architecture Foundation panel discussion, I posed
questions about the real need and value of assessments, curricula, learning outcomes and
grading (which was met with solemnity) I asked the audience of educators and students,
how would you teach/learn if the output were not predetermined? I extended this
conversation with Watson, we discussed the need for architecture and it’s (over)
classification. Watson says in response ‘Pedagogy for me is about engaging the imagination
and how you can bring materials and ideas into somewhere else. The Free School is about
setting up enquiry, making in roads with speculative imaginations about methods and
tactics not geared towards the piece of paper, not marked and with no assessment criteria.
A group of people working together to fashion out new ideas about what architecture
might become.’ (Watson, 2015)
‘Architecture has become a victim because people have not pushed on the subject in
the way they should have. It has fallen behind. The subject has to be totally redefined.
The classical notion of what the subject is has been completely dismantled. You can
have maybe 15-20 different types of architects, not necessarily architects but which
have a role to play. With the move from materialism to synthetic materialism the
philosophical debate about prescriptive morphologies brings in to questions how we
manufacture architecture and out of what. We are still working on the perception that
someone manufactures a façade out of inert material – fixed and rigid – with no
plasticity and no motion – it is just a cave.’ (Watson, 2015)
I asked Watson about the admissions process and the selection criteria for staff at the
Free School, he tells me ‘We don’t want people to just come in and think they can play
with architecture with us!’ (Watson, 2015) The Free School does not (as yet) have a
website, Watson’s reputation is likely attraction/justification enough for staff and students
but whether this informal and closed approach towards recruitment might be an act of
protection against dilution and over complication remains to be seen. This bottom up,
hands on, active approach is admirable but one might question the scalability and
sustainability of such an (currently) inward looking model. This is unfortunate because this
speculative inability to grow could halt its ultimate societal and educational progress. Will
such a selective environment ever successfully contribute to the larger debate around
architecture to the extent it desires?

b) EMBED - London School of Architecture (LSA)
‘I don’t think that routes into academia are unclear: the path of doctorates and
publishing is both well trodden and institutionalized. If very talented people are being
deterred, I suspect the prospects are not sufficiently attractive to them. I think it is
unhelpful to set up academia and practice in binary opposition to each other; the
future of the discipline is something that everyone involved in architecture should be
concerned with.’ (Hunter, 2015)
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Figure 3

Vision and Mission for LSA Source: LSA Part 2 Handbook

Practice and academia should be mutually inclusive; students should be introduced to
all career options whilst studying, without too heavy an emphasis on preparing graduates
solely for practice employment. Choice is the key, architecture as an industry is wide
ranging with disciplines on the thresholds of many fields of interest. Therefore as
educators we should prepare our students for that very wide choice, which must include
academia. With regards to teaching, the LSA handbook states, ‘The quality of teaching staff
is the single greatest factor to developing intellectual creative capital in students.’ So I
asked Hunter how do you define teaching quality? He responds, ‘We see one of our
primary responsibilities as a school as ‘developing intellectual creative capital in students’.
We measure our success on the impact we make in generating debate and change within
the profession and discipline of architecture and, ultimately, what our graduates go on to
do.’ (Hunter, 2015) In Year One at LSA the students spend their time in practice placement
(from one of the fifty practices in the practice network) learning from real life projects and
working in the realities of an office environment, essentially blurring the line between
educator and practitioner. I asked Hunter how he hopes to govern the quality and equality
of the tuition and guidance given to the students who will be spread across London
receiving disparate learning experiences. He responds, ‘There was an open call for
Expressions of Interests from practices (a formal process) and other collaborators, and I am
very proud that the LSA has – as a start-up – managed to launch with such a diversity of
talents. Everybody has been selected for their ability to contribute to our mission and
values.’ (Hunter, 2015) Working within/for the Practice Network will be a unique and
rewarding opportunity for all students assuming training is provided and regular
quality/assessment reviews are planned and undertaken.
This model of education is lateral and practical in many ways; taking the university out
of the estate managed core as a response to fiscal pressures (the LSA has no buildings
instead it ‘borrows’ and arranges the use of space with London based institutions thus
significantly reducing the cost to the student) and embedding it within the realities of
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practice. ‘By forming a closer bond with practices in London, we have created a lower cost
educational model that seeks to attract talented students into architecture – regardless of
their ability to pay – and created a place for practices to collaborate and experiment
beyond project-specific work.’ Says Hunter. ‘We are not going to ignore the market (as that
isn’t helpful), but it is not what is driving the school’s agenda: we are primarily interested
in the spatial implications of how the world is changing and architecture’s role within it.’
(Hunter, 2015) One might question whether in tying the education model at the LSA so
tightly to the practice of architecture that it places an unequal focus on one career
trajectory, practice. On the other hand Will Hunter and the London School of Architecture
should be credited for stepping out and standing up, challenging our ingrained systemic
vision of higher education. It will likely inspire universities to consider how they might
develop in the future, a critical model which will no doubt change the way architecture
schools view the structure of architectural learning.

c) RE-CONDITION - Architecture Association (AA) Little
Architect

Figure 4

Source: AA LITTLE ARCHITECT PROGRAMME

The world of Architecture can be said to be egocentric: the industry, the education
system, and the illustrious nature of the lone genius. Few people channel their time and
passion to the benefit of the industry as a whole, rather than for personal/individual
benefit. Delores Garrido of the Little Architect programme, an early career academic, is
focusing on our future, helping to create an architecturally aware youth for the benefit of
the world as a whole, not just our industry. We discuss the benefits of tapping into
children’s positivity and can-do attitude with regards architecture and design and the
opposing compartmentalization of primary and secondary education in the UK. This
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integrated teaching approach is not new, but bringing it in early, through the vehicle of
architecture could be very beneficial for society but also for the future of architecture and
design education.
‘We are not letting the children express their ideas, we are narrowing their faculties,
everything is linked, life does not take place in separated boxes like the taught subjects.
We have to change that aspect in education and architecture is a perfect way to do
that - the city integrates everything, from the tiniest insects passing through the
buildings to humans and our needs. I am focusing the teaching on the improvement of
children as citizens; I think that through teaching architecture and urban issues we can
make them more aware of their present and their future. I aim to approach the
government and try to get architecture (with my methodology) included in the
curriculum. What I am developing allows me to teach any of the statutory topics as a
frame: Past-Present-Future.’ (Garrido, 2015)
Should Garrido’s plan be rolled out across UK schools then societies generational
understanding of the built environment will completely shift. A greater knowledge of mass
citizenship will have a huge impact on the way we teach the future, in the future. During
an interview with Head of School of Architecture at Greenwich University, Neil Spiller
argued against the RIBAs (then) proposition to streamline the seven-year accreditation
process, arguing that the complexities of the profession should warrant the education to
be longer if anything, not shorter. But here we see an alternative, if the base knowledge of
society as a whole has risen; a shorter, more economical education system may be
achievable, with the power to create a pool of knowledgeable, engaged and ambitious
future educators.
As a young activist challenging the definition of the traditional academic, Garrido says ‘I
don´t think I could be teaching this programme in a public university, I would probably
need a number of papers published in journals, probably a PhD and/or years of experience
in academia.’ Garrido is a good example of new wave academics that do not focus just on
developing new content for teaching but have the capability and vision to completely
reinvent the structure of architectural instruction.
‘Universities should focus more on how learning contributes to wider social functions
such as active and ethical citizenship and shaping a democratic civilised and more
sustainable society, which is crucial if they are to play an active and responsible role in
an increasingly complex and uncertain world.’ (Sodha, Universities must place more
emphasis on teaching quality, 2015)

[2] THE PATHWAYS
Common Pathways into Architectural Academia (Figure 5) was created to disseminate
information collected via an online survey. January to April 2015 saw the collection of sixty
responses from academics around the globe holding various contracts in architectural
teaching, from Heads of School to teaching assistants. The flow diagram describes three
main pathways – a) PhD in Architecture, b) Recommendation and c) Practice – it highlights
the elements at play in progressing into and navigating through architectural academe.
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Point of least clarity

Figure 5

Common Pathways into Architectural Academia
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The routes are not mutually exclusive as the pathways are inherently fluid and person
dependent but they help to provide an insight in to timeframes and trajectories. The
survey questions touch on role, stage and length of teaching practice and personal
experience of negotiating the academic track. In formulating the questions I hoped to be
able to gauge whether/what more might be done to encourage architecture
students/graduates to consider academia as a career path. Thirty-six of the sixty
respondents (60%) believe that universities need to do more to highlight teaching as a
valid and exciting alternative/addition to the practice of architecture. Respondents were
asked to provide detailed accounts of their journey across the threshold from student to
academic and the following sub-sections highlight, through direct quotes, the three key
routes experienced; PhD in Architecture, Recommendation, Practice.

PhD IN ARCHITECTURE
‘I was offered a full-time teaching position that comes with a full scholarship to do a
full-time PhD.’ (anon. survey entry)
‘When I was working on my PhD I taught one day per week during term time in the
studio as a way of funding my research.’ (anon. survey entry)
A post graduate qualification has not always been a necessity to enter into the
academic profession, but as the career has become more professionalised over the last
few decades in many subjects you would now find not holding a PhD a severe barrier to
entry. According to an article written on the leading academic jobs website in the UK, Dr.
Catherine Armstrong explains ‘you will need a good bachelors degree (2:1 or above)
possibly a Masters and for almost all disciplines a PhD in the relevant field.’ (Armstrong,
2008)
‘There is also the problem of the ‘Fortress Academy’, a term I use to describe the very
few number of actual ‘openings’ in universities for a younger generation of scholars
who are all but obliged to ‘have or be close to completing’ a PhD, as well as ‘research
potential’ if not a ‘research record’: that is, publications.’ (Garland, 2014)
Undertaking a PhD in Architecture in the UK is expensive, it takes dedication and
money (or funding) bearing in mind the significant cost of an extended education in
architecture. The issue of postgraduate finance has risen to political prominence in the last
few years. According to the Higher Education Statistics Agency in 2010 only 19% of UK PhD
holders were working in higher education three and half years after obtaining their
doctorate. As the modern understanding of research is changing, slowly but intently, we
are seeing progress; as little as twenty-five years ago PhDs were neither preferred nor
essential as an entry into academia, nor were there such variations on the traditional
doctorate including PhD by practice and PhD by publication, which have opened up the
academic track to a greater number of people.
With the addition of further internal accreditations, as an early career academic you
are encouraged to have a PhD in Architecture to make your access more streamlined, yet
many within the institutions believe this does not constitute an ability to teach. You may
also be required upon entry to complete an internal teaching qualification (Post Graduate
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Certificate of Education in the UK) - which few within architecture academies are reported
to value - you are also expected to be a gifted educator, which does not always go hand in
hand. The requirements seem to be vague and ever changing, so navigating these options
can be overwhelming, the uncertainties at the heart of this process often acting as a
barrier to both application and entry.

RECOMMENDATION
‘After doing a couple of reviews for friends/former tutors […] my name was put
forward for some teaching cover. The students then voted to extend my contract for
the rest of the year.’ (anon. survey entry)
‘I started teaching as a studio assistant while studying for my masters. I worked as a
Visiting Lecturer for four years and built up an excellent reputation. Once qualified as
an architect I got a full time post teaching Interior Design. I worked my way up to
Course Leader and then was head hunted to run the Masters in Architecture for nine
years before becoming the Head of School.’ (anon. survey entry)
Some students/graduates are recommended by (former) tutors to partake in critiques,
identified as effective mentors for other students and as such begin to develop
appropriate skills in the dissemination of information. Attending design reviews on a
regular basis often develops into a more official relationship and these (ex) students are
asked to assist on studio projects with an academic-lead, this usually forms the seeds of
the Visiting Lecturer agreement. This pathway has been around for decades and has reared
many excellent educators and will hopefully continue to do so but it has its flaws. It leaves
a great deal to chance; it is not a fair and transparent system and relies heavily upon a
given network of connection and understanding that many graduates will not possess at
such sa young age. Early career academics are be encouraged and championed, their
placement amongst other more established academics is vital for diversity and growth - to
be embedded within the system without requiring postgraduate PhD or similar
qualifications rather than being resigned to exist on the peripheries as Visiting Lecturers.
The Visiting Lecturer (also known as Hourly Paid Lecturer or adjunct in the US) track is
popular in the UK for many reasons, not least the relative remuneration to administrative
responsibility. Visiting Lecturers are a very important part of the academic make-up and
traditionally this route is popular with young graduates but it is not easy to navigate.
Equally, converting this interest and experience into an academic contract is difficult and
time consuming (it personally took me seven years) and after a similar amount of time in
education, cumulatively this for many is not a conceivable route. In the UK there is an
increase in young people with the desire to affect change, both in the institution but also
in the industry. As yet they have remained on the edge as a result are not able to make
more valuable contributions to the development of the curricula. By stifling youthful,
driven future-academics we are doing a dis-service to the future of the education system
and the industry as a whole.
‘I am engaged because I think one should do something worthwhile with one’s life.
There’s nothing heroic about it. It’s just that you have to do it, to be human.’ (Bello,
2008)
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PRACTICE
‘I started teaching design studios through my practice, with my architect colleagues,
teaching at the university they had done their undergraduate degrees at. But my
'proper' role came from someone who ran the course seeing me talk at an
academic/practitioner crossover event at a time when she was thinking it would be
good to have a practitioner teaching on the course.’ (anon. survey entry)
If your work is being published in the national and international architectural press and
you are creating a buzz in the industry, seen to be active and involved in the life of the
profession and have connection to academia (no matter how loose) you are very likely to
be invited to take part in student tutorials/reviews and possibly as a studio tutor as a
Visiting Lecturer (VL) or Hourly Paid Lecturer (HPL). Teaching experience is not essential,
nor is being a qualified architect, however that might hold you back should you wish to
progress up to Head of School level.
Working as a para-academic in this way, with a foot in architectural practice and a foot
in architectural academia is a position of advantage, for the individual, the practice and the
student body as whole. It is a great mode of exchange, and up to the minute relationship
and exchange of information – a healthy balance for all involved. Institutions such as the
London School of Architecture mark a new route into education (outside of the institution)
for practitioners.

THE FUTURE
The three pathways identified in Figure 5 are neither perfect nor redundant, the system
requires more structure, validity and security - clarification and transparency of these
routes - and a consideration of alternatives and possible improvements (Figure 6). Such a
development of the current system requires visionary students, academics and
management.
‘To find really talented educators, talented educators must be able to take time to find
people […] especially the young. This means personal contact. There is in principle no
system that can help choose, decide, select. It is human, which cannot be replaced in
the final assessment with a surrogate technical system. As such it is very simple. Time
must be taken.‘ (Anon. survey answer)
The survey data was inconclusive at best, but the sixty/forty spilt shows this subject is
very topical and that, given the changes at the hands of the RIBA now is the right time to
be discussing the future of educators as well as the future of education. The passion in the
responses both for and against a greater university involvement in developing future
academics was welcome. Some of the comments are concerning, for example, one
respondent says ‘Architecture is about making things in the built environment happen.
Until you’ve done that what value do you offer? I find this unsettling and would like to
refer the respondent to academics and practitioners who work in the realms of visionary
and ‘paper’ architecture such as Archigram, Lebbeus Woods and Perry Kulper, all of whom
have contributed richly to the wider discussions around architecture. ‘There is a form of
architecture that aims at not getting built.’ (WAI THINK TANK, 2013)
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Figure 6

Prospective improvements to the process of entering academia
Source: Author
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What does the future hold for aspiring architects and educators? In analyzing
respondents’ answers I have been able to identify potential strategies for improvement
both inside and outside of the traditional academic institution, outlining how universities
could/should improve on current strategies as well as forming a more defined route, with
formal qualifications so that the process is more transparent and ‘real’ for applicants. Does
the responsibility lie with the individual or the establishment and to what extent can
systems be put in place outside of the institution? Many of the respondents claim quite
rightly that as individuals they are already doing their utmost to open the student
population to the academic track by publishing students’ work in their own books and
journals, by offering help and advice on publication and career options as well as making
connections and networking within the tight discipline, making recommendations. This at
the moment seems to be happening from the bottom up, rather than a top down
approach. So universities as a whole have a wider responsibility; to support their staff
members doing this work in their own time; a shared goal with a shared responsibility.
‘The real teacher, in fact, lets nothing else be learned than learning. His conduct,
therefore, often produces the impression that we properly learn nothing from him, if
by ‘learning’ we now suddenly understand the procurement of useful information. The
teacher is ahead of his apprentices in this alone, that he still has far more to learn than
they—he has to learn to let them learn.’ (Heidegger, 1968)
In recent years there has been a move away from this Heideggerian thinking, as
curricula become more involved, learning outcomes expand and accreditation processes
get checked, assessed, reviewed and double-checked – the administration of teaching is at
risk of diluting the organic process of letting-learn. As part of the document A Marked
Improvement: Transforming assessment in Higher Education, the HEA make a case for
assessment methods to be diversified ‘to improve their validity, authenticity and
inclusivity, making them clearly relevant and worthwhile in the eyes of the students.
Grading would focus on fewer and more challenging summative assessments’ (Higher
Education Academy, 2012). Just as students are assessed on learning outcomes and
procedures, staff and universities are also assessed and accredited by statutory bodies.
The establishment is conditioned to value assessment over learning, wellbeing and
progress.
‘How do we, as academics, students, activists, teach and learn in an institution that no
longer encourages learning for learning’s sake, and which does not prioritise learning
that is accessible to all? […] With the increased marketisation and commodification of
higher education in the United Kingdom, now more than ever we need to consider the
ways in which we learn and teach, both as university educators and as members of
communities.’ ( (Wånggren & Milatovic, 2014)
Having been an architectural educator for nearly a decade I have at times felt distain at
the assumption that the myriad of industry woes all be laid at the feet of education, such
as the contentious claim that architectural education does not appropriately prepare
students for practice - I have written extensively about this misunderstanding in the
architectural press (Barton, 2015) – however more recently I have been elated by the
realization that if industry considers education to be a key part of the problem then by a
similar virtue it must also be considered a key part of the solution. From the interview with
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Will Hunter we can disseminate that it is vital in any learning establishment to provide a
variety of voices and opinions; this is not the home of the lone genius or the master and
the apprentice. Age does not always equal experience and youth does not always mean
energy and vitality. We need to be passionate in our employment, we need to think
beyond the CV and see around the corners of credentials, the recruitment process of our
future educators requires a hiring panel of visionaries willing and ready to enable letlearning.
A system that is too tight and rigid is risky, it leaves no room for change and adaptation
and this has been the case for many decades in some architectural academies, those that
have flourished both economically and professionally can be said to have flexible thinkers
at the helm. Playing it safe is also risky, having youth on the team does however bring
familiarity as the most important moments of learning quite often go unnoticed, which is
exactly why they are so important. All future alternative education models, regardless of
manifestation, will require educators - our duty by being active within the system is to care
for the future of education through focusing now, on the future of our future educators.
We can do this by engaging statutory bodies and institutions about putting some of
these suggestions into practice, starting with those inside of the university establishment.
It is time to take responsibility, as students, as staff and as a university. If universities are
to attract, encourage and secure the best future educators, the process needs to be clear,
transparent, structured and rewarding (financially and socially) for applicants. The
university must take responsibility for widening the conversation about post-graduate
options and be encouraging and supportive of those keen to explore teaching. The
University must also support individual lecturers who are already vocal and proactive in
this way. Recommendation and nepotism must be replaced by fair recruitment strategies
where all vacancies are advertised effectively.
There is scope, outside of the institution, to develop public programmes to promote
academia, celebrate its influence and endorse its future educators. If the discipline lies in
the hands of the educators, then the future of the discipline lies in the hands of the future
educators. To be truly forward thinking about the direction of practice we must first
address our approach to academic recruitment, with a specific focus on early career
academics.
‘When we know something, we are already not conceiving anything any longer.’ (Lacan,
1988)
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